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Administrative action 
Cornell Professor's book deals with 
way colleges handle sexual assault 
By Brian Kohn 
As the number of reported sexual 
assaults on college campuses in-
creases throughout the country, one 
Cornell University professor is try-
ing to change the way school ad-
ministrators are dealing with the 
aftennath of the assaults. 
Andrea Parrot, a professor in 
human sexuality and health, just 
published her latest book, "Sexual 
Assault on Campus: The Problem 
and the Solution." 
The book, published only one 
month ago, is Parrot's fifth book 
and perhaps the work she is most 
proud of. 
"I am happiest about this one --
but I was happy about all of them," 
Parrot said. "This one has the po-
tential to do the most good. It is 
more far reaching than the others." 
Since its release, Parrot said the 
book is a hot topic of discussion. IL 
was featured on numerous radio 
talk shows and Sally Jesse Raphael 
is planning to do a show on it. 
"Sexual Assault on Campus: The 
Problem and the Solution" deals 
with the way college administra-
tions handle sexual assault. "This 
book discussed sexual assault cases 
on campuses where administrators 
took action that was inappropriate-
- resulting in civil suits filed by the 
victim," Parrot said. 
Parrot said over I 00 campuses 
were discussed in the book, which 
she co-wrote with Carol Bohmer, a 
former Cornell professor and now a 
professor at the University of Pitts-
burgh. The book took over two years 
Lo research and write, Parrot said. 
One of the earliest and most rc-
c u rri ng problems Parrot and 
Bohmer faced when doing their re-
search was interviewing victims. 
"A lot of these victims had not told 
anyone they had been sexually as-
saulted," Parrot said. "The victims 
were veryreluctanttotalk." In some 
instances, judges place gag orders 
on all of the parties involved in a 
sexual assault case. Parrot said this 
further complicated her efforts to 
speak with rape victims. 
Parrot, whose work involving 
sexual assault began in I 982, said 
all of the cases discussed took place 
within the past five years. The 
recency of the cases made secrecy 
very important, Parrot said. "We 
discussed the- confidentiality issue 
in the introduction," she said. "If 
the case hadn't received media at-
tention already than the college and 
people involved were not identi-
fied." Parrot said pseudonyms were 
used Lo protect identities. 
In her research, Parrot found 
eight variations of campus response 
to sexual assault. The Anuoch Col-
lege approach, also known as the 
vicllm advocate approach, requires 
the man to verhally ask the woman 
See "book," next page 
Learning the music language 
Ear approach taught at the· Suzuki Institutes 
By Kevin Harlin 
When the Japanese pedagogue 
Shinichi Suzuki began his music 
teaching methods in the 1940s, he 
could not have imagined the wide 
spread acceptance they would re-
ceive all over the world. 
The Ithaca Talent Education, a 
local school teaching the Suzuki 
methods, and Ithaca College are 
carrying on the tradition by co-spon-
soring the Suzuki Institutes held on 
the south hill from July 11-I 6 and 
July 18-23. 
The Suzuki method starts chil-
dren listening to music at an early 
age. 
They first learn to play by ear, 
said Sandy Reuning, director of the 
Suzuki institutes. Later, they learn 
to read the music. Parental involve-
ment is also very important, he said. 
Reuning is the director of the 
Ithaca Talent Education and an 
Adjunct Professor in the IC School 
of Music in addition to being the 
director of the institutes. 
"It's sometimes referred to as 
the mother tongue approach to 
teaching because the child starts 
very young at age 4-5." 
Reuning compared the method 
to learning a language. "First we 
learn how to speak our language. 
Then we learn how to read it." As 
with learning to speak, parental in-
volvement is also very important, 
he said. They serve as home teach-
ers and encourage their children. 
Parents attend the institutes with 
their children to provide encour-
agement, Reuning said. "It's sort of 
a family camp." 
While their children practice, 
parents attend workshops and dem-
onstrations teaching them to be bet-
ter home instructors and to be more 
motivating. Parents also train with 
students. "They'll be down in the 
practice room practicing with them 
-- encouraging them," he said. 
In its 19th year at IC, the Insti-
tutes consist of a Suzuki Student 
Institute and a Suzuki Teacher In-
stitute to train people to teach the 
method. 
The IC Chamber Music Institute 
runs concurrently with the institute 
from July 4-24 and is also directed 
by Reuning. However, both have 
12 pages Free 
Cold rush 
The Summer Ithacan/Danielle Troy 
One of the smaller water falls located at the Ithaca Falls 
flows In between the brush. 
separate faculty and staff. 
Approximately 250 young mu-
_,icians take part in each of the two 
student sessions, Reuning said. 
Enrollment in the teacher institute 
is about 40. 
The institutes attract students in-
ternationally, Reuning said. Stu-
dents from France, Ireland, Puerto 
Rico, Canadaandalloverthe United 
States registered to attend this sum-
mer, he said. 
"We're all studying the same 
repenoire so we have a common 
language in the music," he said. 
"Kids from different coumries can 
just sit down and play together." 
Students leave the institutes with 
a desire to practice, Reunmg said. 
"The parents love that because the 
kids are moLivated." 
"l think the learning advances 
can be pretty dramatic because 
they're immersed m the music all 
week long," Reuning said. 
The IC School of Music offers a 
two-yearma~tcrs' degree in Suzuki 
pedagogue training, Reuning said. 
The Ithaca Talent Educauon 
began in 1964, approximately 20 
years after the birth of the Suzuki 
methods in Japan, Rcuning said. 
Talent EducaLion is another name 
for the methods, Rcumng said. 
IL was the second school teach-
ing the methods to open in the 
United States and is currently one 
of about 45 schools in the country 
sanctioned by the Suzuki Associa-
tion of the Amcncas, he said. 
Aid for AIDS: Trumansburg Grass Roots Festival funds donated to fight disease 
By Joe Taylor Jr. 
Near the end of the month, the 
Trumansburg fairgrounds will play 
host to four days of music, dance 
and theater all geared to raise money 
for AIDS Work of Tompkins 
County. This is the third annual 
Finger Lakes GrassRoots Festival, 
bigger than even and salted to kick 
off July 22nd. 
According to general coordina-
tor Jcb Puryear, plays for this year's 
Festival were in motion in January. 
Putting together a weekend-long 
marathon benefit, Puryear says, re-
quires "lots of coordination. It's 
lots of plugging people together 
that arc willing and able to make the 
Festival happen." 
The Festival's history dates back 
to the summer of 1990, when mem-
bers bands Donna the Buffalo, the 
Horse Flies, Neon Baptist and their 
friends staged a benefit concert at 
the State Theater. From those 
humble roots sprang the idea for the 
first ever Finger Lakes GrassRoots 
Festival, with headlining act 10,000 
Maniacs. 
Word of mouth about the first 
Festival was so positive, that the 
audience for the second Festival 
last summer was nearly twice as 
large as that for the first. Now thr 
third -and largest - festival 1s on the 
horizon, and its orgarnzcrs arc prc-
panng for crowds from all over 
Central New York to descend on 
Trumansburg. 
This year, those crowds will sec 
all the bands from the very first 
Stale Theater show, as well as 
NRBQ, The ColorBlind James Ex-
perience, Rusted Root, the Heart-
beats and about forty other acL~ 
over the course of the weekend. 
With the success of the pa-;t two 
festivals, recruiting talent to pu-
form at the benefit is bccommg 
easier for organizers. "Most of the 
local bands come to us, anti \\'l' · rL' 
friends with many of the pnfmm-
crs," Puryear said. 
Bands from across the count~ 
arc playing this year's test1val a, 
well. Most of these pcrformn, 
"aren't 'gig hands," according to 
Puryear. "They don't travel very 
often, but they're acts that some of 
our people ,aw while traveling.'' 
Puryear and other Festival organ iz-
ers invited a number of these acts to 
Trumansburg for the Festival, and 
most arc excited about making the 
trip. 
Along wllh nearly nonstop liw 
music, this year's Festival mdudcs 
a number of non-musical perfor-
mances and acuvillcs. Ithaca·~ 
Kitchen Theatre Company will pre-
micn· a new play al the fcsuval, and 
nrga1111.crs arc still making plan~ 
for a "Raucous Roots Parade" a, 
\\L'II as clown-; and cratts cxh1hits 
The anion dnrsn 'tall take pl:JCL' 
durmg UlL' dav, howevn Sl!lCL' thL· 
Fairgrounds arc suitable for over-
night camping, the Festival also 
includes a number of late night 
events, like Zydcco-CaJun dancing 
and an open mm "1mprov1sauon 
jam." 
The fairgrounds arc located JUSl 
off Route 96 and Rabbit Run Road 
in Trumansburg. fu:l festival t1ck-
CL'> arc available in ad\·arKC for S.35 
for adults SI 5 tor age~ I 2-18 hy 
calling 277-Sn'l,'/I_ Othcrn1~c. tick-
ets will cost S-l'i at the gate during 
the fcsuval. If you:d like to go. hut 
don't want to stay tor tlw L'nl!re 
event. you can aho purcl1:tsL' d:til\ 
Lick.cl~ at the gate Price, range In 1111 
fifteen to twenty dollar, lkpcnd1 ng 
on the day'~ cn·nh 
L 
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"Sexual Assault on Campus: The Problem and the Solution" 
Book--------
Continued from page one 
before any sexual advance, such as 
a kiss or a Louch. He musl receive 
posilive verbal agreement before 
proceeding or he can be brought up 
on sexual assault charges. 
While Parrot said this method 
was a bit extreme, she said the op-
posite of this approach, tlle v1cum 
blamini.: method, was even worse 
because ot the deception adminis-
lrdtors employ on the victim. 
Parrot said the bcsl possible 
method to deal with sexual assault 
is practiced by Stockton State Uni-
versity in N.J. 
After a sexual assault, a hearing 
1s held within one week, the victim 
and the accused arc immediately 
separated and the penalties arc se-
vere. 
"They don't deal with this le-
niently," Parrol said. "They cer-
tainly don't have repeal offenders." 
Parrol said colleges need LO do 
three things Lo help curb sexual 
Corrections 
It Is the policy of The Ithacan 
to correct errors of fact. To 
report corrections contact 
The Ithacan news depart-
ment at 274-3207 or stop by 
room 269, Park Hall. 
assault. Students need Lo be edu-
caled, as well as informed of the 
consequences of sexual assault. 
The alcohol problem on most 
campuses has Lo be cut down, ac-
cording to Parrot, because alcohol 
1s a factor in many assaults. Finally, 
IL 1s unpcrativc victims get the scr-
ncc~ they need immediately, sill' 
said 
Parrot said people should not 
feel extremely comfortable on col-
lege campuses. "Our campuses arc 
not as safe as we would like LO think 
they are," she said. She hopes, 
though, this book will make a dif-
ference. 
"I don't think that this book can 
single-handedly prevent sexual as-
sault," she said. "Bul it can help to 
prevent it." 
Parrol said Lhe target audience 
for her book encompasses a wide 
range of people. 
All prospcctivecollcgc students, 
their parents, college administra-
tors and anyone involved with rape 
crisis and counseling should read 
Lhc book, she said. 
Parrot is sLill waiting for feed-
back because the book was released 
only one month ago. 
She said, though, thal of all of 
her works, this book will have the 
biggesl impact on society. 
July 8, 1993 
The Ithacan Inquirer 
By Jonathan Silvio 
What is the best thing to do 
in Ithaca this summer? 
Lauren Weissman 
Psychology '94 
"Go to Truman Park and 
watch the waterfalls 
because it's relaxing." 
Worth Godwin 
-English •94 
"Avoiding spontaneous 
combustion from this 
unpredictable heat." 
Susie Camilli 
Accounting •94 
"Going to the lake and 
laying in the lake to take 
advantage of the nice 
weather." 
ACS rearranging office and 
computer workroom space 
By Kevin Harlin 
Students familiar wilh long 
hours of work in the Muller com-
puter center may have to adjust to 
new a environment in the fall. 
TheOl'l1ceoflnfonnationTcch-
nology began a reorganizauon 
project in the Muller Computer cen-
ter and adjacent offices to make 
more efficienL use of space and 
creaLe offices for new employees 
hired in the spring. 
"We had to have someplace Lo 
put these people," said Edwin 
Fuller, director of the Office of 
Information Technology. 
Thecomputercenterandoffices 
were gulled and construclion was 
underway lo consolidalc offices and 
make space for the new help desk. 
The new area will still contain a 
computer work room and will be 
completed by the beginning of the 
fall semester, Fuller said. 
Fuller said the rearrangement 
should not decrease the amount of 
computer lab seats on campus. "For 
the '93-'94 academic year, there 
will actually be a neL gain of seat-
ing." 
OIT was budgeted 150 thou-
"For the '93-'94 aca-
demic year, there will 
actually be a net gain of 
seating." 
--Edwin Fuller. 
director of the Office of 
Information Technology 
sand for the project, Fuller said. 
"We hope we don't have to use that 
much,"hesaid. ''I'mhopingwecan 
kccpitdown to 135-140thousand." 
The budget allows for the new 
construction, additional furniture, 
and new wiring for data and tele-
phone communications, Fuller said. 
The Friends computer lab cur-
rently fills the gap left by the tem-
porary closing of the Muller lab. 
"We didn't compromise any sum-
mer programs in order Lo do this," 
Fuller said. 
ACS offices were temporarily 
relocated to the Friends Computer 
lab until the new space is finished, 
Fuller said. 
The reorganization is possible, 
Fuller said, because many offices 
and facilities require less space. 
"Compulers have scaled down 
in size over the pasl few years," he 
said. 
Also, office space will be used 
more efficiently, he said., 
Fuller said ACS would continue 
Lo provide a 24 hour computing 
service smuJar LO the Muller lab. 
The 24-hour service, currently 
located in Muller, will be offered in 
a room in the Friends Compuler lab 
and will contain macintosh and DOS 
computers said Micheal Taves, di-
rectorof Academic Computing Ser-
vices. 
"It's going to be a little larger 
than whal was offered before," 
Taves said. 
ACS was undecided whether lhc 
all night service would remain 
pennanantly in the Friends lab or 
whether it would be relocated al a 
later date, Taves said. 
All ACS space in Muller will be 
made into office space, storage and 
staging space, and a small section 
for a computer workroom. 
Fuller said construction is on 
schedule and no major problems 
have arisen. 
"So far we haven't encountered 
anything we didn't expect." 
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Professor with a storied past 
Wilcox documents a different type of history -- his own 
By Rachel B. Jaffe 
He spent countless hours in hos-
pitals as psychiatrists analyzed his 
offbeat behavior. He wandered the 
streets of New York for six years, 
often wondering where he was go-
ing to sleep at nighL At an anti.-
Vietnam demonstration, a police-
man broke his leg and smashed his 
knee. Later that day, a doctor re-
fused to treat him. The early years 
of Fred Wilcox's life read like a 
Jack Kerouac novel. So how did 
this former self-described beatnik 
end up at Ithaca College? 
Wilco:x,anassistantprofessorin 
the writing program, recently fin-
ished his fourth book, "Chasing 
Shadows: Down and Out in the 
60s," an autobiographical piece 
which he may turn into a novel. "I 
have a small publisher in California 
that would like to publish that," 
Wilcox said. "I'm not sure if I'm 
going to let them publish it." 
His childhood in Des Moines, 
Iowa in the late fifties was one of a 
violent young man. "I was raised in 
a very macho way," Wilcox said. "I 
did a lot of fighting when I was 
young. I was in a gang in high 
school. I carried a knife." 
When Wilcox was 15 years old, 
he was nearly stabbed to death. "I 
was attacked by a gang of young 
men," he recalled. "It was a racial 
incident -- the people who attacked 
me were black, and they were re-
taliating because some white young 
men had gone into their neighbor-
hood and attacked one of their 
friends. They stabbed me in the 
mouth with a screwdriver and 
knocked out some ofmy teeth, and 
gave me a severe brain concussion. 
"I believed in violence, I liked 
violence, I enjoyed violence," said 
Wilcox. "I thought it was the only 
way to define my masculinity. I 
would've gone to Vietnam and God 
help the Vietnamese if I head been 
there, because I would have been a 
vicious person." 
But something happened when 
Wilcox began college at the State 
University of Iowa. "I had to take 
two years of reserve officers train-
ing," he recalled, "and I had to wear 
a uniform a couple of days a week 
and march and shine my shoes. But 
something happened to me along 
the way. I wanted to write poetry, I 
wanted to be a writer, I wanted to 
read, I wanted to learn about art. 
"I didn't want to be violent any-
more," Wilcox remembered. "I 
didn't like violence anymore, I 
Courtesy of Jill Goetz 
Professor Fred Wilcox who just 
completed writing his most 
recent book entitled, "Chasing 
Shadows." 
didn't want to be in the military. I 
decided that this was not how I 
wanted to define my masculinity. I 
just wanted to be a writer." 
Wilcox also buried himself in 
the offbeat literature of writers like 
Jack Kerouac. "Likesomanypeople 
in my generation, I read On the 
Road," he said. "I read Ginsberg, 
and other people, and I decided I 
wanted to be a beatnik." 
Wilcox began dressing the part 
of a beatnik, with a wardrobe that 
included sunglasses and berets. "I 
guess I was quite unusual looking 
at the time because everyone preuy 
much dressed the same way, he 
said. "I was going to coffeehouses 
and hanging out with other people 
who thought they were beatniks, all 
of which was a lot of fun, except 
that my family decided that I was 
crazy, that I was literally losing my 
mind." 
And there the Wilcox's troubles 
began. "I dropped out of college 
and went out to San Francisco and 
hung out there," Wilcox said. "I 
wound up almost starving to death. 
I couldn't get a job -- I had no job 
skills -- and I wound up eating out 
of garbage cans." 
After about six months, Wilcox 
pawned everything he owned and 
finally made it back to Iowa. "I was 
promptly put in a hospital," Wilcox 
said. "Over a series a couple of 
years I was in and out of hospitals. 
My parents just couldn' taccept that 
my behavior was perhaps eccen-
tric, yes, but crazy, no. They really 
wanted someone to say 'your son 
has lost his mind."' 
Psychiatrists refused to label 
Wilcox as crazy, telling his parents 
that he was very intelligent and 
imaginative, and simply odd. "The 
60s and this great upheaval had not 
occurred yet," he said, "and people 
simply went alqng with the rules. I 
think people like myself maybe were 
just ahead of our time. 
"But we paid a price," Wilcox 
said, "and the price was to be locked 
up and to be tested endlessly and to 
be asked the same questions over 
and over. It was all very stupid and 
very boring:" 
When Wilcox became sick of 
the questions, he bought a one-way 
bus ticket to New York City. "I 
lived temporarily with a guy I had 
known at the university," Wilcox 
said, "but he had changed quite 
dramatically and was quite bizarre. 
He locked me out of the apartment 
without my clothes, without any-
thing. And that began my descent 
into living in the streets of New 
York. 
For the next six years, Wilcox 
wandered from job to job and place 
to place. "I lived on and off the 
streets for about six years," he said. 
"I went from job to job and place to 
place." 
Wilcox became so paranoid in 
New York that he was on the verge 
of hurting people. "All of a sudden 
this little voice popped up in my 
head and said, 'You know Wilcox, 
"Uncommon Martyrs," WIicox's 
third book, was published In 
1991. 
you're stark raving nuts, man. Fear 
has driven you over the line, and if 
you don't get out of here, you're 
going to hurt somebody. You may 
even kill somebody."' 
Wilcox decided it was time to go 
home. "It was difficult," he said. "It 
took a number of years for me to 
really go home, to really feel com-
fortable being home, to accept my 
family and to forgive them and to 
forgive myself for what I had done 
to hurt them." 
After graduating in 1970 with 
degrees in Sociology and English, 
Wilcox returned to the University 
of Iowa and attended the Writers' 
Workshop, earning a Master ofFine 
Arts degree. Years later, while liv-
ing in Trumansburg, he earned a 
Ph.D in Writing and English at 
SUNY Albany. 
Wilcox was invited to stay at 
State University of New York Al-
bany, but decided to work at Ithaca 
instead. "I needed a job," Wilcox 
said, "and I started looking around, 
and since I live in Trumansburg this 
is a lot closer than Albany. I got a 
job here with the Writing Program, 
and this where I've been for the last 
six years. 
"I just couldn't drive back and 
forth anymore," Wilcox said of the 
journey from Trumansburg to Al-
bany. "I was driving back and forth 
and it was about four hours from 
my house . I drove through some 
stonns where I couldn't see, I was 
skidding all over the road, and I 
didn't want to continue to risk my 
life." 
Relatively secure in the com-
mute from Trumansburg to Ithaca, 
Wilcox just finished his sixth year 
IC, and continues to write. 
In addition to new material, 
Wilcox has three published books. 
The first, "Grass Roots," was an 
anti-nuke source book. "It was a 
book on how to oppose the building 
of nuclear power plants, and also 
strategies for shutting them down," 
said Wilcox. "I was greatly beloved 
by the electrical industry for that 
one," he joked. 
In 1983 came "Waiting for An 
Army to Die: The Tragedy of Agent 
Orange." Wilcox, opposed to the 
US intervention in the Vietnam 
Conflict from the start, remains 
passionate about the conflict. The 
chemical Agent Orange was used 
to destroy vegetation in Vietnam so 
American soldiers could more eas-
ily battle the Viet Cong. Instead, 
the toxic chemical affected the sol-
diers and their children. The name 
Agent Orange comes from the or-
ange haze the chemical cast over 
the fields. 
In 1990, about a year after a new 
edition of"Waiting for an Army to 
Die" was printed, Wilcox was also 
an author and editor on National 
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"Waiting For an Army to Die," 
WIicox's second book, was 
published In 1983 
Curriculum on Tcachmg the Viet-
nam War. 
Wilcox's most recent pubhshed 
effort, "Uncommon Manyrs,"came 
out in 1991. The book discusses 
Daniel and Philip Barrigan. 
· "They're two radical priest<; who 
were nommatc<l for the Nobel Peace 
Prize six times," Wilcox said, ·'for 
their opposition to war, and for their 
work on behalfof the poor, and for 
their non-violent efforts to bring 
about peace and social jusl!cc." 
Wilcox fimshed "Chas mg Shad-
ows" about six months ago. This 
summer, he's toymg with the idea 
of changing the book into a movie. 
"I may write a film script ba'ied on 
'Chasing Shadows,"' Wilcox said. 
"MartmSheen, lheactor, ha'iacopy 
of it. I don't know 1f he ·s read 1t, but 
my agent is hoprng that ;\fartm 
Sheen or someone m Hollywood 
will be interested m makrng n mto 
a movie." 
But while hc·s here, Wilcox said 
he'd like to sec more interaction 
between IC and the town of Ithaca. 
"Ithaca College 1s a very comfort-
able place to be for four years," he 
said. "It's a very nice place to be, 
it's very safe, It's very pleasant, 
which it should be. But on the other 
hand, I think it's difficult to talk 
about things like homelessness or 
police brutality or war, when the 
campus itself is so isolated from 
those kinds of things. 
''I'd like to invite more people 
from the town up here to talk about 
the problems in Ithaca. I'd like to 
see the students experiencing more 
of what goes on right down the road 
here," Wilcox concluded. "You 
don't have to go to New York City 
or Philadelphia to sec poverty or 
racism or discrimination. It's un-
fortunate that there is such a separa-
tion between' highereducauon' and 
some of the realities we face as a 
country and a world." 
Open 7 Days 
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Masonic Temple: 
By Brian Kohn 
The building located at the cor-
ner of North Cayuga and East Sen-
eca Streets is currently causing a 
major controversy in Ithaca 
The Masonic Temple, built in 
1926 and dedicated the following 
year, is at the center of a struggle 
over its possible designation as a 
local landmark. 
The temple was in the process of 
being sold by the Masons to Jason 
Fane, an Ithaca developer, when 
Historic Ithaca and Tompkins 
County Inc. decided to take action. 
"Whenitbecameapparentthatthere 
was going to be a sale, we thought 
we better go ahead and nominate it 
for landmark status," said Lynn 
Cunningham, architectural conser-
vator for Historic Ithaca and 
Tompkins County Inc. "It was trans-
ferring out of the hands of a group 
who had been sympathetic to the 
building's needs into the hands of a 
developer who could do anything 
with it." 
The Masons have owned the 
temple since its creation but a lack 
of money, due to a decline in mem-
bership, forced the Masons to sell 
the building, said Edmund 
Hollenbeck, president of the Ma-
sonic Temple Corp. 
Hollenbeck said the Masonry, 
which emerged in the year 1717, is 
not a religion. "It is not a religious 
group but you do have to believe in 
God to belong," he said. "It is more 
of a social group." 
As the Masonic 
Temple Corp. and Fane 
were preparing to close 
on thedeal,Historiclthac;.t 
and Tompkins County Inc. 
went through with its plan 
to petition for landmark 
status. Hollenbeck said 
those plans complicated 
thesale. "Ithappenedright 
in the middle of the sale," 
he said. "It kind of caused 
confusion." 
"It is very confin-
ing to own a 
building that you 
can't modify at 
·11 " Wl . 
-David Bunon 
paralegal 
According to David 
Burton, parnlegal who has 
worked with Fane's law-
yer, William Shaw, 
throughout the entire pro-
cess, a successful cam-
paign by Historic Ithaca 
and Tompkins County Inc. 
would have cause more 
than confusion. "That 
would have absolutely 
prevented the sale," Bur-
ton said. "It is very con-
fining to own a building 
that you can't modify at 
will." 
July 8, 1993 
controversy among history 
ended in a 2-2 tie. These results 
denied the Masonic Temple local 
landmark status. 
Cunningham said the vote was 
extremely unusual for two reasons. 
First, the committee normally con-
sists of eight people, but only seven 
seats are currently filled. Only four 
membersofthecommitteeattended 
the meeting. 
Cunningham's second reason 
involves the criteria some of the 
members used to make their deci-
sions. The committee's own by-
laws state the only three reasons a 
building can be declared a local 
landmark are if the building is a 
memorial representative of its era, 
one of the few representatives of a 
past architectural styles, or if an 
event of historical significance took 
place in or sWTOunding the build-
ing .. 
Cunningham said the two votes 
against the designation were cast 
because of the Mason's testimony 
regarding financial ramifications of 
a landmark designation. "They are 
required to use a certain criteria and 
did not use them," she said. 
Cunningham said although a 
court would probably overturn the 
vote or force a new vote, Historic 
Ithaca and Tompkins County Inc. 
would probably not seek further 
action unless the building faces any 
danger. "If it looks like there is 
going to be a threat to the building 
we will bring it right back up," 
Cunningham said. 
Early Mason groups consisted 
of actual stonemasons but as the 
groups gained in popularity mem-
bership opened to men of all trades. 
Burton was referring to The Summer Ithacan/Danielle Troy 
the building regulations The Masonic Temple, located at the comer of North Cayuga and East 
In the meantime Fane will now 
proceed with his purchase. "At this 
point he will look to close the deal," 
Burton said 
The Ithaca chapter of the Ma-
sonsdecided to put its temple on the 
market approximately three years 
ago, Hollenbeck said. They had re-
ceived only one other offer before 
Fane' s, but the potential buyer was 
unable to secure proper financing. 
placed on local landmarks. Seneca Streets Is at the center of a controversy over po88lble landmark 
Cunningham, though, said status. Hollenbeck said he expects the 
deal to be closed within one month. 
Fane is cwrently planning the fu-
ture of the building. Signs now 
hanging on the temple offer people 
a once in a lifetime opportunity to 
rent the building. 
these regulations are not extremely 
restricting. "He can do whatever he 
wants inside of the temple," 
Cunningham said. "But the exte-
riorof the building is protectedfrom 
unsympathetic alteration." 
ANNOUNCING 
A publicJiearing and vote of the 
Ithaca Landmarks Pre~ervation 
Committee were scheduled for June 
1, but because of a notification er-
ror the vote had to be postponed. 
Cunningham said she thought 
Fane owned the building, but he 
had still not closed on the deal. This 
left the Masons as the owners. 
The committee rescheduled the 
vote for June 16. After arguments 
from both sides, a committee vote 
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Sterling Optical is pleased to welcome Dr. Paul Kempkes, 
Optometrist, formerly with American VISion Center. 
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Avoiding the sun's harmful rays 
By Karen Neustadt 
College Press Service 
Young people are still ignoring 
doctors' objections, in favorofbak-
ing in the sun at beaches, poolside 
and in backyards this summer. The 
Club Med look, despite warnings 
that no tan is a safe tan, is still hot. 
"It used to be IO to 15 years ago, 
they thought damage was only from 
sunburns, but now we know it is 
also from repeated tanning," said 
Darnel B. Seff, an Orlando, Fla., 
dennatologist who reported that he 
is seeing more skin cancer patients 
who report they have never suf-
fered a sunburn. 
"Unless you use one of those 
chemicals that darken the skin, there 
is just no such thing as a safe tan," 
Seff said, adding that he is also 
seeing more skin cancers from 
people who use tanning beds. 
Every day, millions of folks 
stretch out to tan in the real rays, 
and an estimated 1 million people 
subject themselves to artificial ones 
in the U.S., said a recent report 
from the Chicago-based American 
Academy of Dermatologists 
(AAD). 
Whiledarker,copper-toned bod-
ies are no longer in vogue as in the 
'SOs and '60s, lighter, golden tans 
are still sought. Fashion photos tell 
the world: White legs don't go to 
the beach. 
In spite of this, some fair and 
freckled folks have chosen to just 
say no to the sun. The sun has had 
too much bad press, they say, citing 
the climbing incidence of skin can-
cer and the threat of early crow's-
feet. 
"A suntan is the skin's response 
to an injury. Tanning occurs when 
the sun's ultraviolet rays penetrate 
to the skin's inner layer, which 
causes the skin to produce more 
melanin as a response to the in-
jury," said a statement from the 
academy. "Chronic exposure to the 
sun results in a change in the skin's 
texture, causing wrinkling and 
thickening of the skin." 
Experts say tanning is becoming 
even more dangerous as the ozone 
layer thins and leaves humans less 
protection from dangerous ultra-
violetrays. The current rise in skin 
cancers, however, is not connected 
to the thinning ozone, as it takes 10 
to 20 years for a skin malignancy to 
develop. 
In 1988 an Environmental Pro-
-----:_:.-:::--- --- .. . ··--- ~. 
-- ··-· . "-' .. ~-=:.. ..,.i "'i,,::,._ .... lllfllllj. 
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Three Ithaca College students lay out In the sun on Wednesday at the outdoor pool. 400 people 
attend the pool each day. 
The facts about skin cancer 
• One in six Americans will develop skin cancer in 
his/her lifetime, and this number is growing by 3.4 
percent each year. 
• More than 700,000 new cases of skin cancer will 
be diagnosed in the United States this year. 
• About 80 percent, or 500,000, of the new cases 
will be basal cell carcinoma, the least dangerous 
type of skin cancer. 
• Squamous cell carcinoma is the second most 
serious fonn of skin cancer, causing 2,300 deaths 
this year in the U.S. 
• Both basal cell and squamous cell carcinomas 
have a 95 percent cure rate if detected and treated 
early enough. 
• The incidence of malignant melanoma, the most 
serious type of skin cancer, increased 500 percent 
between 1950 and 1985. Between 1980 and 1989, 
the incidence of melanoma increased 94 percent 
while non-melanoma skin cancers increased 11 
percent. 
•AnewbomintheU.S.hasalifctimeriskofl in 105 
of developing malignant melanoma, an increase of 
about 1,500 percent since 1935. 
• One in 75 people could develop melanoma by the 
year 2000 if the incidence of skin cancer continues 
to increase at the present rate. 
• There will be 32,000 new cases of malignant 
melanoma in 1993. Of that group, 25 percent will 
be aged 39 or younger. 
• About 6,700 deaths were attributed to malig11ant 
melanoma in 1992. That number is expectoo to 
increase to6,800 in 1993. Of these deaths, 4,200 will 
be men and 2,600 women. Older Caucasian males 
have the highest mortality rate. 
• Seventy-five percent of all skin cancer deaths arc 
from malignant melanoma. 
tection Agency study estimated that 
a I percent decrease in atmospheric 
ozone could cause a 4 to 6 percent 
increase in non-melanoma skin can-
cers (squamous cell and basal cell 
carcinomas) in Americans born 
before 2070. 
for about 20 years, are still cooking 
up ways to entice students to spon 
glamorous, toasty tans. 
Jacob said, noting that the academy 
fonned a program in the mid- l 980s 
to crack down on tanning salons. 
Unless there are controls to halt 
ozone depletion, the AAD estimates 
an additional 163 to 310 million 
non-melanoma skin cancers and 
840,000 to 1.4 million additional 
melanomas, which could result in 
an estimated 3.2 million deaths by 
2075. 
Furthermore, the nation's tan-
ning salons, which have been around 
While tanning salons might be a 
bit pricey for students ($50 to $75 
per month), there are still a number 
who use them all year. 
"Our members got concerned in 
the mid-80s when many salons 
started advertising 'health benefits.' 
They were all over shopping malls, 
next to fitness centers," said Denise 
Jacob, spokeswoman forttie AAD. 
Twenty-four states have imposed 
regulations on salons that include 
posting health hazards and requir-
ing that clients report medications, 
"We're not trying to put them 
out of business," she said. Jacob 
noted that the country's skin spe-
cialists are not strictly opposed to 
tanning salons, but to tanning of 
any kind. "Why should you pay 
someone to damage your skin?" 
reflects the basic philosophy mem-
bers of the academy have about 
salons, she said. 
· "People say, 'Don't you need 
Vitamin D?' and what they don't 
know is that you can get that just 
walking to your car," Jacob said. 
But tanning ,a Ion managers and 
owner, tell you anyone can sport a 
tan. It's safe, convenient and quick 
And whtle you spend money, you 
don't spend hours al the beach and 
sull look hke you do. 
For example, Merlm Tice, man-
ager of Golden Tan, Inc .. in 
Maitland, Fla., insists Lhat artificial 
tannmg 1s safe, and Lhat sp1ffing up 
Lhe bod with a glowing tan can do a 
lot for flagging spirtL<;. 
"These arc rays wl11ch are not 
hannful, indoors or out," he said. 
"UYB is the harmful ray that the 
sun puL, off. They say that it causes 
cancer, but what causc'.s cancer is 
burning." 
Tice said his uncle, the owner of 
the fitness and weight loss salon, is 
also a dennatologist who uses the 
tanning beds himself. "He's been 
doing it for years," he said. 
How do artificial rays Lransfonn 
a prison pallor to glowing mahogany 
-- even when it's raining outside? 
The first step is to slather on 
accelerators, intensifiers, maximiz-
ers and finalizers -- which cost ex-
tra -- and then lie on an acrylic bed 
under powerful sun lamps. Most 
folks tan in the buff, wearing no 
more than an eyeshade. 
UV A bulbs arc fixed above and 
below the see-through beds so cli-
ents don't have to roll over. Older 
tanning beds, however, have only 
lights from above. For some vet-
eran tanners, slipping under the 
UV A lights is the same as having 
their hair trimmed -- it's a must. 
Most folks start with an eight-to 19-
minute regimen every day for a 
week. After that, it's two 10 three 
visits a week. 
Tanners pay approximately SS0-
$7 5 a month to use a tanning bed. In 
contrast, sunless tanning products 
run about $15 per bottle, and can 
last several months if used spar-
ingly. The median age for indoor 
tanners is about 30, but there are 
plenty of senior tanning devotees, 
report tanning professionals. 
Tice said it is important for sa-
lons to test the bulbs with UV testers, 
and replace them when they start 
losing power. His salon replaces 
the bulbs when they reflect a "6" on 
the scale of 10 to 1, with IO being 
full power. If consumers do decide 
to go to tanning salons, they should 
ask about bulbs, and make sure they 
are getting a full dose of anificial 
sun, he said. 
All the pancakes or french toast 
you can eat, plus coffee. 
The last issue ,of The Summer 
Ithacan will be published on July 22. 
for only $2.99. 
Saturday and Sunday 
Voted #1 Break£ ast in Ithaca! 
~ 
BUT .... The Welcome Back issue 
will be published on August 26! 
(~ 
~ 
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OPINION 
Too early to tell 
Clinton deserves a fighting chance 
Next week marks the one year aniversary of President Bill Clinton's 
acceptance of the Democratic nomination for President. 
Clinton's early campaign was surrounded by a maelstrom of allega-
tions: affairs, "draft dodging and denials of inhaling. While the media 
dedicated their front pages to these allegatic,ns, their Op/Ed pages 
dismissed them, and demanded that the candidates stick to the issues. 
Ultimately, Clinton sailed 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW through the allegations, and fi-nally had the opportunity to dis-
cuss his plans, which included 
deficit reduction, health care for everyone, and the hope of ending the ban 
on homosexuals in the military. 
When Clinton was elected, he reiterated these campaign intentions and 
began working on them. He delegated the health care plan to Hillary 
Rodham Clinton. He began working on budget plans, and, to the chagrin 
of many military leaders, Clinton began pushing to 11ft the ban on gays in 
the armed forces. 
The American media, many of whom endorsed Clinton during the 
campaign, gave him 100 days before assessing his performance. And then 
the assault began. __ 
Both opponents and former Clinton supporters began bashing his 
efforts almost immediately, many citing the myth that says the first 100 
days of a presidency dictate the rest of the term. 
Clinton's push for a lift on the ban ran into barriers on all sides, with 
weeks of seemingless endless testimony from military officers. Clinton 
finally called a six month waiting period so he could review the situation he 
did not look at closely enough. In the meantime, the military agreed not to 
ask sexual preference when entering the armed forces. In turn, though, 
homosexuals are expected not to reveal their.preferences. 
The President also signed the Motor Voter Bill, which allows people to 
register to vote while renewing their driver's licenses at the OMV. The bill 
was virtually ignored by former President Bush, who feared that more 
registered voters would mean more votes against him (He was right.). 
Almost six months into his term, Clinton's budget proposal, though 
several revisions later, made it through Congress before becoming mired 
in the Senate. His invasion of Iraq, in the name of George Bush and the 
American people, was lauded by many, though criticized by others. 
So why is everyone so quick to Clinton-bash? The man is barely six 
months into a four-year term. It's going to take a lot longer than that to turn 
around twelve years of deficit spending. Clinton cannot single-handedly 
turn the economy around. Wise spending is vital to restore the economy, 
but so is time. And Clinton's term may be up before that time rolls around. 
It almost seems that Americans, both the media and the general public, 
couldn't wait for Clinton to mess up. As soon as he was in office the 
o~ti~ism and hope that arrived with his election disappeared, and the 
gnpmg started. 
Six months is not a fair amount of time to judge Clinton's performance. 
That opportunity comes in 1996. 
America is making the President's job an impossible task. The unwa-
vering popularity of the Reagan era no longer exists, as the betrayal of the 
lran_-Contra scandal and the ballooning deficit created an untrusting 
society. 
Obviously, Clinton's will not be a perfect administration, and some 
complaints are legitimate. Admittedly, Clinton needs to do his homework. 
He should study cases like the homosexual ban in the military. Clinton must 
rese~rc~ candid~tes ~o he is spared the embarrassment of withdrawing 
nominations, a srtuat1on he's faced several times. But Clinton deserves 
some support, especially from those who elected him in the first place. 
Presid~nt Clinton made it !hrough the allegations that threatened his early 
campaign. Can he make rt through four years of a faithless public? 
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Founded in 1931 
When hundreds of right-wing 
whites the other day smashed into 
the hall where South Africa's fu-
ture is being negotiated, they 
achieved a paradoxical result They 
made clear how urgently necessary 
it is to conclude the talks and move 
toward a democratic government 
that has the legitimacy to govern. 
ANTHONY LEWIS 
A new South Africa has been 
trying to emerge for more than three 
years now. But there was the old, 
unchanged: agun-toting white mob 
hardly challenged by police, who 
would surely have used at least tear 
gas and probably weapons against a 
black protest half as violent. 
Rational South Africans, white 
and black.know that down that road 
lie chaos and impoverishment. Cer-
tainly the C\Vo principal parties in 
the constitutional talks,· the white 
government and the African Na-
tional Congress, know it. That is 
why they have come a long way 
toward agreement on a new politi-
cal system. 
The government's stance has 
changed dramatically since I was 
last in South Africa, a year ago. At 
that time President F.W. de Klerk 
was sniping at the ANC. De Klerk 
was insisting on a pennanent future 
system of"power-sharing," in which 
the government would include los-
ing parties as well as the 
winner."Simple majoritarianism" 
was no good, he said. Like many 
other statements of the new age, 
that rang with historical irony. For 
Disgusting 
must emerge now 
his National Party had for decades 
practiced what could be called 
simple minoritarianism, ruling on 
the votes of the white minority. 
Now de Klerk and his colleagues 
have abandoned the demapd for 
permanent power-sharing.The 
ANC, for its part, has agreed to the 
idea of a multiparty government of 
national unity during the transition. 
It has also gone far toward accepting 
a federal system, with considerable 
power in regional governments, in-
stead of the unitary state it had al-
ways demanded. 
The two major parties, thus vir-
tually agreed, set a tentative date of 
next April 27 for South Africa's first 
democratic election. But the date 
was not formalized because of ob-
jections from conservative factions 
in the· talks,especiall y Chief 
Mangosuthu Buthelezi's Zulu-
dominated lnkatha 
The awkward form of the talks, 
held here in a town near 
Johannesburgoverthelastsix weeks. 
has made obstruction easy. Groups 
with hardly any popular support, for 
example representatives of the black 
"homelands" created by South Af-
rica, sit at the table along with the 
main parties. 
The principal obstructionist has 
been Buthelezi. He has insisted that 
no election date be set until his de-
mands, such as a federal system 
giving him a chance to rule his own 
Natal Province, are met. He does 
not want to leave issues to be settled 
by the new elected Parliament, be-
cause he knows he will not have 
many votes there. Polls show Inkatha 
with not much more than five per-
cent support nationally. 
In fact the negotiators have 
moved toward the Buthelezi view 
on federalism. But he has so far 
refused to take yes for an answer. 
The right-wing mob scene could 
lead Buthelezi to break what has 
become an embarrassing alliance 
withwhiteconservativesand agree 
on an election date. Or the govern-
ment and the ANC could decide to 
go on into the transition, leaving 
seats open for him. 
Time matters because Nelson 
Mandela and de Klerk are due to 
appear jointly in Philadelphia on 
July 4, and they would like to be 
able to tell Americans of progress 
toward a new South Africa. . 
Beyond that, delay in the transi-
tion is damaging the country. The 
hopes raise-d for blacks · when 
Mandela was released in 1990have 
turned to frustration.And the 
economy is hurting. 
Patrick Lekota, secretary of the 
ANC elections commission, 
uncertainty is paralyzing the busi-
ness community, the farmers. In-
ternationally, wearelosing oppor-
tunities. We want to attract capital, 
but capital is looking for more stable 
opportunities elsewhere." 
Those words could as easily 
have been spoken by a government 
economics minister. That is ates-
tament to how far the major play-
ers have moved toward each other; 
and it is a reason to think that, 
despite all the troubles, the transi-
tion to a new politics may be at 
hand. 
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CLASSIFIEDS/COMICS 
FOR RENT 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons. Large, modem, 
one and two bedrooms. Big win-
dows facing Commons, Bus to IC at 
corner. 273-9462. 
ITHACA COMMONS 
Above Resistance Hair Salon. Large 
2 bedroom. New furniture. Balcony. 
High Ceilings. Bus to IC at comer. 
273-9462. 
Commons West 
Downtown, Ithaca Commons: new 
studios. One, two bedrooms in best 
full service elevator in building. 
High ceilings, big rooms, huge win-
dows. Luxury bath, eat-in kitchen, 
dishwasher, microwave, carpet, 
laundry. Bus to IC. 273-9462. 
Four Bedroom.Large, 1430square 
feet, 1 1/l Baths, Carpeted, Free 
Parking,, Many Extras, Walle IC, 
Ithaca Estates Realty, 273-9300. 
Two And Three Bedroom, Bright, 
Contemporary, Dishwasher, Fire-
place, 1 1/2 Baths, Free Parking, 
Mini-Blinds, Walk I,C., Ithaca Es-
tates Realty, 273-9300. 
One Bedroom, Freshly Painted, 
Carpeted, Includes Major Utilities, 
Walle I.C., Ithaca Est.ates Realty 
273-9300. 
One bedroom on Linn St $265 in-
cludes all fresh & new. Parking. 
Laundry.8/1.272-1131. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments just 
down the hill from campus. Close 
to Commons. On busline. Pre-Vic-
torian_hQuse. Furnished. Tom 272-
7891. 
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Festivities with sparkle and style 
Ithaca celebrates Independence Day with fireworks and fun 
By Emily Carr 
Independence Day Fesuviues 
always spark a community spirit. 
OnThursday,June l,Ithacaresi-
dcnts gathered to enjoy fireworks, a 
jazz concert and to celebrate com-
munity and American spirit 
Residents were enthusiastic 
about the events. Peg Greenway, a 
local resident sang praises for the 
evening's events. 
"I love the fireworks," Greenway 
said. "It's a great event for families 
and for the community." 
"It is a major event that every-
one looks forward to around here," 
said Francis E. Benedict, chairper-
son of Community Fireworks, the 
organization which annually spon-
sors Ithaca's fireworks. 
This year's show was not only 
the biggest local fireworks show 
ever, but also the only Indepen-
dence Holiday fireworks show in 
Tompkins County. 
Although the fireworks were the 
showcase event of the evening, a 
baseball game, a jazz concert and a 
VIP banquet added to the excite-
ment of the evening. 
The evening began with an Ithaca 
Lakers baseball game versus the 
Cohocton Red Wings at Bucky 
Freeman Field. The Lakers had one 
of their largest crowds according to 
Benedict, but lost to the Red Wings 
5-2. 
Festivities continued with a con-
cert featuring jazz legend Marian 
McPartland. McPartland was at 
Ithaca College from June 28-July 2 
conducting a jazz workshop. 
McPartland, who was awarded 
an honorary doctorate from Ithaca 
College in 1981, played a collec-
tion of jazz favorites and also a new 
composition of her own to a packed 
house in the Walter B. Ford Audito-
rium. 
Other pcrfonners at the concert 
included Chris Persad '84, director 
Ithaca College's Jazz Studies pro-
gram, Steve Brown, and Grammy 
award winners Steve Gilmore and 
Bill Goodwin. 
The fireworks began at approxi-
mately 9:45 with brilliant bursts of 
color, drawing oohs and aahs from 
the crowd. The campus was filled 
with spectators and the ground 
shook with explosions from the dis-
play which la~tcd almost half an 
hour. 
"They were real! y amazing," said 
Brian Perry ' 97, an incoming stu-
dent who was at Ithaca College as 
part of Orientation. "It was a great 
show." 
"The show belongs to the com-
munity," Benedict said. "The people 
that go to it love it and we'll do 
everything in our power to keep it 
going." 
The money for each year's fire-
works display is raised entirely 
through private and public dona-
tions. 
Money for this year's $20,000 
display through the sale of com-
memorative flag pins, fundraising 
activities sponsored by WHCU 
Radio and donations which were 
collected at the event. 
Donors who contributed $100 
or more were entitled toa VIPpack-
age which included tickets to the 
baseball game, reserved parking and 
seating, a barbcque and entertain-
ment by Steve Southworth and the 
Rock-A-Billy Rays, country-west-
ern singer Alice Detrick, and DJ 
Bobby Comstock of WVBR (FM 
93). 
Benedict spoke highly of the vol-
unteer effort. "[They] arc the people 
that contribute to keep it going," he 
said. "The people that go to [the 
fireworks] love it and we'll do ev-
erything in our power to keep it 
going." 
Community Fireworks was be-
gun by WCHU announcer Sam 
Woodside and other Ithaca resi-
dents after World War II who were 
interested in a patriotic Indepen-
dence Day display. 
Displays were first held at 
Cornell's Schoelkopcf Field and 
continued there until 1989 when 
theyweremovedtoithacaCollege's 
Terrace Fields due to extensive con-
struction at Cornell which endan-
gered the safety of the fireworks. 
Benedict stated that it has been 
more difficult to collect donations 
since the fireworks have been 
moved to Ithaca College. 
At Schoelkopcf Field, almost all 
spectators entered through the main 
entrance to the stadium where do-·' 
nations were collected, but at Ithaca 
College, spectators are much more 
scattered, making it more difficult 
to collect. . 
However, Community Fire-
works still managed to come within 
$500 of its fundraising goal of 
$20,000 for this year's display ac-
cording to Benedict. 
"\ 
The Summer Ithacan/Danielle Troy 
Brilliant fireworks Illuminate the night sky over Ithaca College's 
Terrace Fields as part Ithaca's Independence Day celebratlon on 
July 1, 1993. 
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BAJA GO-KART RENTAL 
.t Year round fun & excitement 
CHINESE AMERICAN RESTAURANT 
.I 50 Acre track with rolling hills and curves 
HORSEBACK RIDING 
(Under the same family ownership since 1931) 
Special Luncheons weekdays from 11 :30 a.m. 'til 2:30 p.m. 
Dinners from 5 :00 p.m. 'til 9:00 p.m. 
Weekdays 'til 9:30 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE 272-7350 
118 W. STATE ST. DOWNTOWN 
GO 
SKYDIVING 
THIS SUMMER! 
FINGER LAKES SKYDIVERS 
30 Minutes North of Ithaca at the Ovid Airport 
Open Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
Information and Reservations 
(607) 869-5601 
-------------------------
This ad good for $9.00 discount off your 
first tandem jump on Wed. or Fri. Expires 8/31/93 
.I Private personalized tours through 8,000 acres of cross 
country trails 
.t Horses available for beginners, intennediate and advanced riders 
.t Qualified & friendly tour guides 
.I Boarding & Horse sales -----------. 
HAYRIDES· 
.I Bonfires 
.I Picnic areas 
Vowntown 's e:t,citing nezu con.sigmnent and 
outfet fashion store 
• Consigrmun t fashions in an efegan t atnwspfure 
• Outfet brand name fasfiions at f.e.ss tfian fia[f normtif 
retail prices 
• 1Je.signer Jewefry 
• 9-fats, 9-fana6ags ana 'Unique ~cce.ssories 
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Lucky 13 
Gearhart one of 13 honored with 
excellence award 
By Ken Blankstein 
Pamela Gearhart, a retired mu-
sic professor at Ithaca College, was 
one of 13 faculty members in New 
York state to receive a 1992-93 
Independent College Fund of New 
York Teaching Excellence Award. 
The Teaching Excellence Award 
recognizes resourcefulness and 
leadership by independent college 
educators. 
Richard P. Fagan, senior vice 
president at New York State Elec-
tric and Gas management services 
business unit. presented Gearhart 
with the award and $1,000 in a 
ceremony held on campus in May. 
"I was very grateful," Gearhart 
said. "I have a lot of warm feelings 
towards Ithaca College. I feel privi-
leged to have had the chance to 
work there and to have something 
like this is sort of a bonus on top of 
that." 
Although Gearhart said her stu-
dents are her most priz.ed accom-
plishment in her 37 year teaching 
career, she believes this award was 
special. "I suppose it was special 
becauseofthetimingofit-- itcame 
at the finale," she said. "Certainly I 
am very proud and honored to have 
been a Dana professor, but this was 
son of an unexpected icing on the 
cake for the end of my career." 
Gearhart was one of five Ithaca 
College professors to have been 
named a Dana professor, the 
college's highest honor. 
Her love for teaching was 
broughtonbyherstudents. "Watch-
ing the kids evolve and grow, you 
see the potential begin and when 
you do that you have a very strong 
"I feel privileged to 
have had the chance to 
work there and to have 
something like this is 
sort of a bonus on top 
of that." 
-- Pamela Gearhart, 
retired music professor 
feeling that the worlds in good 
hands."Althogh she couldn't de-
scribe her style .of leadership, 
Gearhart's opinion of a music ori-
ented education is obvious. 
"I truly believe that a person 
that studies and subjects themselves 
to the rigors and the ~ipline of 
music becomes a better communi-
cator, a more sensitive listener and 
I think those are things that we need 
to have in this world,"she said. 
"Those kids tend to see more and be 
more aware and more sensitive to 
other people and more open to other 
ideas. That's why I believe the study 
of music is so valuable." 
Gearhart retired in May after18 
years as a teacher and conductor in 
the School of Music. She plans to 
take a year off before she decides 
what she would like to do next. 
She also conducts professional 
and non-professional string groups. 
Gearhart began violin instruc-
tion when she was three years old. 
She made her debut at the age of 
nine in her father's Altoona Civic 
Symphony. At the age of 15, she 
enrolled at the Curtis Conservatory 
of Music. After graduating, 
Gearhart began conducting at the 
University of Buffalo, 
The Perfect Present 
6'll i-.,..trn t\t.1 ~ fl 
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Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd.• Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
WHY TAKE 
A CHANCE? 
~~ 
~-1~~::1•/ 
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~/ 
JAMES ST. 
TOWNHOUSES 
4-BEDROOM 
FROM $265 
3-BEDROOM 
FROM $280 
ALL UNITS INCLUDE: NEW FURNITURE, 
FREE PARKING, WASHERS & DRYERS 
CALL NICK @ 277-3133 9A-5P 
or GUS @ 273-6142 1P-10P 
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Bicycling for a cause 
By John Williams 
College Press Service 
Few bicyclists have ridden 
across the United States, but doz-
ens of college students plan to 
wheel their way from the West 
Coast to Washington, D.C., this 
swnmertoraisemoneyfor AIDS. 
In early June, riders left from 
San Francisco, Portland, Ore., 
and Seattle, another group 
planned to leave Brownsville, 
Texas in July, and a third group 
will leave Montreal in August. 
All three groups are expected to 
arrive in Washington by Aug. 
20. 
The eighth annual Bike-Aid 
is an educational and fund-rais-
ing event for grassroots commu-
nity projects in the United States 
and overseas that will receive 
money from sponsors. 
'The idea is to spread the word 
about issues. It is a lot of fun. 
You meeting amazing, amazing 
people," said Joy Jacobson, a 
coordinator for the San Fran-
cisco-based Bike-Aid. "Bike-Aid 
is a way of living and thinking 
for a lifetime. The bottom line is 
when people are committed to 
something, they find the ride 
begins before the actual cvcling 
begins. It develops that commit-
ment." 
This year's ride will raise 
money for HIV and AIDS groups, 
and the bicyclists will work in 
AIDS hospices and pass out 
AIDS infonnation in the towns 
and cities they pass through on 
their trek. 
The bicylists arrange to get 
funding for a dollar a mile; the 
riders from the West Coast will 
raise $3,600. They are encouraged 
to raise the money from campus 
organizations, service clubs, com-
munities and family members. 
"This is totally new to me. l 
thought it would be a challenge," 
said Thomas Hsu, a senior at the 
University of California-Davis. 
"I'm looking forward to it. I've 
been out West, but neveron a bike." 
Only I 20 people can participate 
in the cross-country trips. Although 
there is no more space on the West 
Coast trips, there are still 30 open-
ings on the Brownsville and 
Montreal routes. 
The bicyclists ride about 70 miles 
a day and have a support van that 
carries their equipment and gear. In 
exchange for prearranged accom-
modations and meals, the volun-
teers will work one day a week on a 
community project. During previ-
ous rides they have worked on Na-
tive-American reservations, home-
less shelters and with youth 
groups. 
Marcy Hellman, who lives in 
Oakland, Calif., made a journey 
from Austin, Texas to Washington 
in 1989 after she had graduated 
from UC-Davis. She planned to 
make the trip from Seattle this year. 
Although the 1989 ride didn't 
have a specific theme, riders talked 
about racism and poverty on the 
ride through Texas, Louisiana, 
Georgia, the Carolinas and other 
Deep South states, she said. 
"It made me think a lot about 
racism that is inside all of us. It 
made me rethink race issues through 
the people l met," she said. "It 
helped to hone our skills with 
people who think completely 
different from you." 
Riders come from all the 
United States and the world, and 
vary in ages from 15 to their 60s. 
This year two riders in their 50s 
from New Zealand are going to 
participate, as well as some Ger -
mans. But Jacobson said the 
majority of riders are college 
students. 
Most of the riders are begin-
ners who get sore the first few 
days until they get used to long-
distance riding. "They all do 
greaL They want to meet people 
and want to see the country," she 
said. "We inspire people who 
like to bike, but also those who 
really want to meet people and 
do good work." 
In the past, money raised by 
bike rides has been used to es-
tablish a grantataNative-Ameri-
can reservation, buy books for 
an alternative school in Massa-
chusetts, provided bicycles for 
health-care workers in Haiti and 
start a poultry coop in South 
Africa. 
When all the riders reach 
Washington, they will pedal to 
the Capitol lawn, have a cer-
emony and a party, and later 
hold workshops. They will also 
work at an AIDS hospice in 
Washington. 
"We Jive very simply. And it 
is inspirational to see how kind 
people are," Jacobson said. "Be-
ing exposed to different issues 
and perspectives is important." 
Direct lending program 
stalled in Congress 
By Charles Dervarics 
College Press Service 
The Senate has put the brakes on 
plans to move to a fullscale direct 
lending program for college stu-
dents while its members push a 
compromise that would maintain at 
least part of the existing bank-led 
loan system. 
Under' the plan approved by the 
Senate La bar and Hurn an Resources 
Committee, direct loans would 
make up about 50 percent of the 
student loan system by 1997. But 
the current system ofloans through 
banks and guarantee agencies also 
would remain in place, with an 
equal share of student loans. 
President Clinton has favored a 
complete overhaul of the existing 
system in favor of direct loans, 
which he said would save $4.3 bil-
lion through 1997. Under direct 
loans, the government would pro-
vide the loan capital through col-
lege and university financial aid 
offices, thereby cutting banks out 
of the process. 
The House already has endorsed 
the Clinton concept, but the plan 
ran into trouble from Senate Re-
publicans as well as Sen. Claiborn 
Pell, D-R.I., who chairs the Senate's 
education subcommittee. 
"We've seen intense lobbying 
campaigns from banks and other 
lending institutions," said Pronita 
Gupta, legislative director for the 
United States Student Association. 
Sponsors of direct lending in the 
Senate accepted the compromise 
because II was "the best they could 
"It would simplify the 
system because students 
would deal with one 
entity -- the federal 
government." 
--Prunita Gupta, 
legislative director 
for the United States 
Student Association 
get," given the lobbying campaign 
and the Senate oppos1 tion, she said. 
Nonetheless, students would be 
helped most by a complete conver-
sion to direct lending, Gupta said. 
"It would simplify the system be-
cause students would deal with one 
entity -- the federal government." 
She also noted that the current sys-
tem is a bureaucratic maze that 
often leaves students without loan 
money when they need it. 
"Direct loans would be quicker 
and much more efficient," she said. 
But the issue is likely to go to a 
House-Senate conference commit-
tee, where lawmakers will choose 
between the House and Senate 
plans. Both measures also contain 
a variety of other loan rcfonn pro-
grams that may help studenL~. she 
added. 
The Senate bill would lower the 
interest rate cap on all loans, while 
the House plan would not lower 
these caps for four years. The Sen-
ate plan also would cut loan origi-
nation fees and other subsidies to 
banks. The House hill provides "a 
much smoother tran,ition" to di-
rect loans, Gupta said. The Senate 
plan, with its 50-50 split, would 
force the government to administer 
two different loan systems. In ef-
fect, the two systems would com-
pete with each other to see which 
provides better scr.·1ce during the 
next four year,. 
Such a plan h:i_, Its drawback..,. 
Gupta said, hecause the federal go\ -
emmcnt -- respons1hk for two dtt-
fcrcnt sy~lcms -- wt!! be hard-
pressed to launch a h1gh-qual1!: 
direct loan program. 
Both btlb would save more than 
S4 billion through I 997, the overall 
goal of the White House. The House 
bill also would pcrmt! students to 
repay their loans through conven-
tional repayment or through pay-
ments based on their after-college 
income. 
The intense lobbying by banks 
over the loan issue has drawn critJ-
cism from dircXtloan sponsors such 
as Sen. Paul Simon, D-Jll. Simon 
has chided bank lobbyists for re-
cruiting students to lobby against 
direct lending, a charge the banks 
deny. Forthe1r pan, banks and loan 
guarantee agcnc 1cs question 
whether the federal government 
can adequately run a direct lending 
system. 
Under the Senate bill, a 15-mem-
bcr commission would be respon-
sible for oversight of the new dlfect 
lending program. This commission 
then would issue a report by Jan. I, 
1997 w11h recommendations for 
possible expansion of direct loans 
nat1onw1de 
Smith makes major-league progress 
By Brian Kohn 
Somehow, fonner Ithaca Collge pitcher 
and student cameron Smith completely 
avoided the adjustment period into profes-
sional baseball that slows down the majority 
of major-league prospects. 
Smith, the Detroit Tiger's third-round se-
lection in last month's amateur draft, is now 
playing in Bristol; Va. on the Tiger's ad-
vanced rookie league team in the Appala-
chian League. 
After starting two games so far, Smith's 
results have his coaches excited. "I really 
think he is one of the best pitchers we have 
now in our lower minor league system," said 
Ruben Amaro, Smith's manager. 
Amaro, who played several years in the 
major leagues, cited Smith's second profes-
sional outing when he assessed Smith's tal-
ent. 
"The last time he pitched, he threw very 
well," Amaro said. "He pitched well enough 
to win but we pulled him after four innings 
because of his pitch count." 
Amaro said he would wait to pitch Smith 
past the fourth inning because of the innings 
Smith pitched during the Ithaca College base-
ball season. 
In his second outing, Smith pitched four 
innings, allowing three runs on four hits, 
while striking out seven batters. 
Smith said his first outing was even better. 
During that outing, he pitched three shUtout 
innings, striking out four batters and allow-
mg three hits. 
Smith said his curveball is his best pitch 
since joining the professional ranks. "I have 
had a very good curve lately," he said. "It's 
really allowing me to get ahead of the hit-
ters." 
This might seem odd to fans of the Ithaca 
College baseball team, who remember Smith 
as a fastball pitcher, struggling to get his 
other pitches over. 
Jim Vanscoyoc, Smith's pitchi11g coach, 
said the right-hander's fastball is not his best 
pitch. "His fastball is average or a little bit 
above average for the major-league level," 
Vanscoyoc said. 
But Vanscoyoc admired Smith's stance. 
"He has good poise. He understands the game 
very well and he has a good curveball." 
Smith said his fastball might be underes-
timated right now ~se he is not accus-
tomed to his current practice schedule. 
"I don't have the fastball right now that I 
did last month," he said. "Right now I'm 
throwing 91 with good movement 
"This is a lot different Everyone here is a 
lot more dedicated than in college and its 
weird playing every single night," he said. 
V anscoyoc said Smith adjusted well to the 
higher competition level. "Professional base-
ball has a leveling quality that makes grr.at 
college players average," he said. "Cameron, 
though, is quite capable of being here. He is 
a very willing learner and he shows improve-
menl every time he steps on the mound." 
The Bristol Tigers are comprised of about 
15 players drafted with Smith last month, 
about five players from the Dominican Re-
public and a few players who played there 
last year, Smith said. 
With only two starts under his belt, Smith 
said he does not want to jump to conclusions 
but thinks he could make the major leagues in 
about three seasons. 
"I am progressing very well -- but it is still 
early," he said. Neither Amaro nor Vanscoyoc 
disagreed with Smith's assessment of his 
future."He definitely has the tools to go 
higher," Vanscoyoc said. 
Amaro said he could see no reason why 
Smith could make the leap to the major 
leagues. 
"I know he has all the natural attributes to 
be a good major-league pitcher," he said. 
"We just have to keep an eye on him." 
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· • Career Change ... Secondary Income ... OR 
Just for the FUN of it! 
• Learn Over 
200 Drinks! 
• T.I.P.S.® 
Cenification Available. 
• In New York State, anyone 
over the age of 18 can 
legally serve alcohol. 
• Open to the 
general public: 
• Register by mail, at 
an INFO. Session, or 
1/2-hour before the first 
lecture. 
• Course Fee: $90 (cash, 
check or money order). 
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Courtesy of Patricia Reynolds Photography 
Current Bristol Tiger pitcher and former Hhaca College starting pitcher Cameron 
Smith winds up during a game last season against Cortland State. 
Open 7 Days A 
Week 
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• Work.ingjust 2 shifts 
can cover the cost of this 
course!!! 
• Come to one of our 
FREE info meetings 
or call for details ... 
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TODAY! 
P.M. Bartending™ Course 
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Monday, July 12th, 
7-7:30pm 
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Enjoy Lunch and .Dinner 
from our Award Winning Kitchen 
• Homemade Waffles • Freshly Made Desserts 
• Our Own Soups • Dinner 6 Nights 
• Open 7 Days • Credit Cards Accepted 
I For Business 
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Falling back 
U2 fails to continue with 
recent musical success 
By Jay Frank 
Almost any time a band changes 
their sound from what is expected, 
their music worsens and their ca-
reer falters. Simple Minds strayed 
from their new-wave synth pop in 
I 989 with the moody political tome 
Street Fighting Years. Well, a new 
band must be dethroned. That band 
is U2. 
U2's new album, Zooropa, is 
the first under their new contract 
with Island Records. Rumored to 
be hovering around $200 million 
dollars, this mega-band follows the 
footsteps of Madonna, Prince, and 
Bruce Springsteen by producing 
dung after receiving the ducats. 
This travesty of a project, which 
comes on the heels of their highly 
successful recording, Achtung, 
Baby, should have been a contin-
ued evolution of their sound. In-
stead, the 10 song mess seems to be 
nothing but a collection of songs 
that weren't even worthy of B-sides 
from the previous effort. 
Thefirstsingle, "Numb," wasn't 
even supposed to be a single. Bands 
of this caliber release singles well 
in advance of the album to add extra 
hype. Earlier this year, Depeche 
Mode released a single over 5 weeks 
before their CD. With U2releasing 
a single about a week before the 
album sends a signal to its medioc-
rity. 
O.nce the song is heard, the title 
becomes apropos. To hear The Edge 
• Fresh flower 
Bouquets 
• Corsages, 
Boutonnieres 
• Tropical Plants 
• UifUisite Chocolates 
• Balloons • Imported Soaps 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon., Wed.,Sat. ·-1~5~0 
1 
· ® 
Thurs., Fri. 1~9 
Sundaysll-4 
Dally Ddlve,y, except Sunday 
MUSIC 
REVIEW 
Zooropa 
U2 
Produced by 
Brian Eno, 
Flood and The 
Edge 
1993 Island Records 
The Ithacan rates releases on 
a scale from 1 to 10, with 10 
being the best 
"rap" for four minutes in a mono-
tone voice while Brian Eno's com-
puter screeches punctuate the ear-
drum distracts the listener from 
possibly enjoying this mess as mu-
sic. 
The lyrics, which seemed to have 
stemmed from a list made over ciga-
rettes one drunken night at a diner, 
don't help. When The Edge raps 
"Don't travel by train/Don't cat/ 
Don't spill/Don't piss in the drain/ 
Don't make a will", he doesn't 
bother to explain why we can't do 
these things. Additionally, by the 
time the song ends, the only thing 
you CAN do is buy their album, but 
I'd advise against it. 
Making matters worse, a com-
puter goes and processes the voices 
ofBono and Larry Mullen Jr. into a 
combined female voice called "Fat 
Lady". Going on and on about feel-
ing numb makes you wish these 
men would stop insulting females 
by warbling insipid nonsense above 
their vocal ranges. 
Listeners could possibly forgive 
The Edge for writing boring raps 
because his style lies in 
instrumentals. However, Bono's 
lyrics throughout provide 
unthoughtful insights to a man 
whose wallet is fuller than it should 
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On Achtung, Baby.when Bono 
sang "Hey Hey, Sha-la-la-Ia" he 
can be forgiven for being unable to 
come up with a thought provoking 
lyric. However, to repeat the same 
mistake in "Daddy's Gonna Pay 
For Your Crashed Car" by singing 
"A-ha, sha-la, a-ha, sha-la" is inex-
cusable. Forced rhymes such as 
"Some days arc slippy, other days 
sloppy/ Some days you can't stand 
the sight of a puppy" on "Some 
Days Are Better than Others" 
abound on this recording. 
The overall sound of the album 
comes off flat and uninspired. The 
sound of their earlier rock anthem 
days become longed for when you 
realize that this album has more 
synthesizers and phlange effects 
than the Hoyt's cinema theme. 
Conceptually, the Zoo thing is 
also overdone. David Bowie would 
always take a career step back any 
time he extended his image of the 
moment for longer than one album. 
The Zoo tour, Zoo TV, Zoo 
Condoms ad nauseum were plenty. 
Adding another album to the Zoo 
lifecycle becomes unbearable. 
Another huge problem is the 
contradiction of sound and image. 
With the Zoo thing, Bono & Co. 
attempted to have a flashy, nincucs 
glam rock. Y ct, "rock" is the last 
thing that comes Lo mind when lis-
tening to Zooropa. The guitars and 
live drums are so far muddled 
amongst the computerized nonsense 
it barely qualifies as music. 
Othernew bands, such as Suede, 
seem to have the pulse on glam-
rock that is hype, attitude, melody 
and a song you can sing. With U2 
attempting the same thing, they paid 
so much attention to the former two 
qualifications, they ignored the lat-
ter two. 
The end result of Zooropa is a 
technical nightmare. There is so 
much synthisized production, an 
album of remixes called 
Technoropa would come as no sur-
prise. It's just about time to mourn. 
Computers have almost killed the 
rock star. 
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Case dismissed 
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No Cruise control in screen 
adaptation of Grisham novel 
By Jay Frank 
Always on the lookout for es-
capism, "The Firm" sets out to be a 
star-studded high-powered drama 
that could help the summer dol-
drums dwindle to nothing. How-
ever, Sidney Pollack's blockbuster 
entry has so many ups and downs it 
could be mistaken for the local 
weather. 
The film, based on John 
Grisham's best-selling novel, stars 
Tom Cruise as Mitchell McDccre, 
a recent Harvard law-school hon-
ors graduate who gets wooed to an 
expensive Memphis law finn. 
Once there, he discovers that 
things arc amiss at the firm of 
Mendini, Lambert and Locke. For 
one, four lawyers from the finn 
have died in the past ten years and 
two of those were just prior to 
Mitch's arrival. His subsequent 
investigation and entanglement with 
the FBI brings him decperintohigh-
powered drama. 
Watching this movie is enjoy-
able just because of the powerhouse 
perfonnances by stars past and 
present Hal Holbrook has a joyous 
time playing Oliver Lambert, the 
evil partner who acL~ so good that 
he has to be slimy. 
Wilford Brimley docs a charac-
ter turnaround as the downright 
slimy head of securny. 
The spousal support of Tom 
Cruise, Abigail Mc Deere, 1s played 
with fervor by Jeanne Tnppdhomc, 
fresh from her Basic Instinct role. 
Even Gary Busey, who seems to 
be in every movie this summer, 
makes a guest appearance as pri-
vate PI Eddie Lomax. 
The real surprise is from 
Lomax' s secretary, played by Holly 
Hunter. Her role uses her natural 
talents as a southern belle to make 
the part natural and honest It shines 
further as she uses her acting skills 
as her character acts with a chame-
leon-like flair to create a multi-
dimensional person. 
Gene Hackman also bounds from 
his Oscar performance in 
"Unforgiven," to play Avery Tolar, 
a fellow tax attorney who believes 
in the firm, but has a subtle level of 
integrity. His acting ability creates 
MOVIE 
REVIEW 
The Firm 
Directed by Sidney 
Pollack 
Rated A 
The Ithacan ratesmovles 
on a scale from 1 to 1 o, 
with 1 O being the best 
a character whose slightest expres-
sion tells his emotion almost m-
stan tancousl y. 
Bogging down the film is the 
story. With a running time of over 
two and a half hours, the film be-
comes dry and tedious. Even the 
addition of "Chinatown" writer 
Robert Towne to the scripwriting 
team fails to punch up the dialogue. 
The ending sags as soon as the 
script strays from the book. What 
you get is a plodding resolution 
revolving around tax numbers and 
other mish-mash that really docsn 't 
matter right when the film should 
be reaching the pinnack of cxc1tc-
ment. 
Musically, the film falters 1111L, 
sparse score. Dave Grusin, an ac-
complished Jat.z pianist, docs his 
ocsl to Jceep wllll tne 1rcnuc paces 
m the film. However, there arc 
moments when full orchestra with 
blaring blasts would accentuate the 
action. Instead, the audience 1s 
subjected to Dave noodling on the 
piano to sounds that arc rcminis-
ccntof thatkid next door who never 
had a lesson just banging away at 
the ivorys. 
Sidney Pollack, who produced 
and directed this epic, had a handle 
of the angles to make an exciting 
summer candy-bar movie. How-
ever, while people's attention spans 
get shorter, the film's length is a 
severe impainncnt to its success. 
The best bet is to wait for video and 
zap through the scenes amongst the 
stars you hate. 
Campus Safety Log 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries is encouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety at 27 4-
3333. Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain under investi-
gation. 
CAMPUS SAFETY LOG 
FRIDAY, JUNE 18-THURSDAY, 
JULY 1, 1993 
Friday, June 18 
TA staff member filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of a wallet from the 
men's locker room 1n Hill Center The 
wallet, containing cash, credit cards. 
and miscellaneous personal papers, was 
taken from the locker sometime be-
tween 12 30 and 12"45 pm 
Saturday, June 19 
TNo activity to reporl 
Sunday, June 20 
TNo act1v1ty to report 
Monday, June 21 
TNo achv1ty to report 
Tuesday, June 22 
'f'Officers responded to Yavits Field upon 
a report of a person who had become ill. 
Bangs Ambulance responded and trans-
ported the person to the Tompkins 
Community Hospital 
Wednesday, June 23 
.,.No activity to report 
Thursday, June 24 
.,.No activity to report 
Friday, June 25 
TNo act1v1ty to repor1 
Saturday, June 26 
.,.Off1cers assisted the Tompkins County 
Shentt·s Department 1nvest1gate a re-
port ot a person in a highly 1ntox1cated 
cond1t1on who had been seen wander-
ing around the Colleg<i Circle Apart-
ments The person was loc;itcd and 
turned over to tr1pna, 
Sunday, June 27 
TA complaint wa, 111, ·c rt'tJ,11d111g ;icc1 
dPntnl propt'rty cr,irn,1,i, ,-,u'-1,llr1<'d by a 
College-owned vehicle 
Monday. June 28 
.,. A complaint was filed regarding acci-
dental property damage sustained by a 
College-owned vehicle 
Tuesday, June 29 
TNo activity to reporl 
Wednesday, June 30 
TOff1cers responded to the Campus 
Center upon a report of a person who 
had sustained a head 1n1ury The person 
was taken to the Health Center tor 
treatment 
TThe Ithaca Fire Depar1mentresponded 
to the NCR classroom area tor a hre 
alarm Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a smoke detector activated 
by dust 
Thursday, July 1 
,.No act1v1ty to report 
Safety Tip: 
"'Community members who v1s1t state 
p;ir~s ;ind Tornp!..111s County gorge ar 
e;is .irt> rt'rn1nded to stay on gorge tr,111s 
to r1v111n ,1cc1dent,11 1,111s or ottlpr 1n1ur1P~ 
... 
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Anna and Alan Gurewlch and Keith Goebel ask for donations to 
fund the night's festivities. 
Ithaca High graduates Jake Rosen, Nan Tyler and Mary 
Cuslca await the fireworks. 
Whlle visiting Ithaca for the summer, Laura Evans enjoys the 
fireworks. 
Fire in the 
sky 
On July 1, the Ithaca community came 
together to celebrate Independence Day. 
By Danielle Troy 
